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Principal Message By Jian Wang
Serving as the principal of the Great Wall Chinese School (GWCS) for the year of 2005
- 2006 was one of the few commitments that I have been proud of. I really appreciate
the GWCS for giving me the opportunity to serve the school. Without doing this, I
would never find out how competent of our admin staff team, how supportive of our
parents, how capable of our teachers, and how excellent of our students. During the last
school year, the GWCS has achieved greatly in many respects.
The GWCS has been known for its strong growth and academic excellence. It has now
over 150 students with 11 Chinese language classes and 6 enrichment and cultural
classes. Academic focusing has been the unique drive force underneath our excellence.
The top quality of our teacher team has assured the essences of our education. Of 14
experienced teachers, eight of them have BS degrees, five have Masters and one has
Ph.D. On the other hand, the efficient and effective school management also plays an
important role. In each quarter, with the supports of our management team, teachers had
teaching preparation meeting, distributed class lesson plans to the families, handed out
homework assignment and parent signature sheets, recorded student performance
progresses, and held parent conference.
Thanks to our academic focus, our students have achieved tremendously both inside and
outside of classrooms. Seven of our students received the awards from Wu Han
International Chinese Essay Competition of 2005. This year, 15 more essays have been
submitted for the competition of 2006. In addition, the art works of 10 students from our
art class have been sent to National Art Contest of Chinese Schools. Furthermore, we
have extended education from classroom to society, the “bigger classroom”. Our
students have actively involved in community services. You could see our students in
Craig hospital, Asian Senior Birthday Celebration, Annual Dragon Boat Festival, CCAI
Christmas Celebration, etc.
While having their children educated in the GWCS, our parents also benefited from
diverse educational seminars and activities here. Our regularly-held seminars covered
from cooking, college preparation, mid-age woman health, to real estate, etc. While
moms were merrily enjoying their 1st International Woman Celebration Party, our dad’s
basketball team proudly celebrated the 3rd place in the 2006 Spring League of CCCSA.
It is worthwhile to mention that our 1st Family Camp-Out Event will have 26 families
with more than 90 participants.
As expected, all the achievements that the GWCS has accomplished so far are indebted
to the many unsung heroes behind. I am deeply grateful for the support from parents, the
dedication from admin volunteers, and the diligence from teachers and assistants. The
GWCS is young but full of vigor and future. I believe that it will become even better and
stronger in all respects under the leadership of new management team. Let us work
together to maintain the GWCS as one of the best Chinese school in the metro Denver
area.

2006-2007 School Administration Staff
Principal: 刘后茂 Liu, Hou Mao
Vice Principal: 喻志坚 Yu, Zhi Jian
Parent Council Chairman: 孔庆平 Kong, Qing Ping
Academic Development: 程少梅 Cheng, Shaomei
Accounting Manager: 魏东青 Wei, Dong Qing
Fundraising Manager: 谭冬莉 Tan, Dong Li
Registration Staff: 边颖 Bian, Ying; 何璐 He, Lu
Mom Club Leader: 殷碧辉 Yi, bi Hui
Dad Club Leader: 周秦 Zhou, Qin
Student Council Counselor: 白友印 Bai, You Yin
2006-2007 Student Council
President: 吴梦捷 Wu, Meng Jie
Vice President: 刘杰明 Liu, Benjamin
Treasure/Secretary: 周囡囡 Zhou, Nan Nan

Council Members
王一麟 Wang, Yi Lin, 卢也 Lu, Ye
黄真珏 Huang, Zhen Jue, 钱晔 Qian, Ye
蔡家燕 Cai, Jia Yan, 和曼 He, Man,
周星怡 Zhou, Xing Yi, 吉玥玮 Ji Yue Wei,
屠丹秋 Tu, Dan Qiu

I can use chopsticks 学用筷子

